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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE LOWER-HYBRID wave is an attractive candidate for the supplemental heating of 
Tokamak plasmas because of its engineering advantages in a reactor environment. 
It is estimated that 50 M W  of supplementary r.f. heating power will be required to 
ignite a DT fusion reactor. At this power level the linear theory for lower-hybrid 
waves may be invalid, and one is forced to consider possible non-linear effects 
such as parametric instabilities. This paper presents experimental results on the 
parametric decay of the lower-hybrid ‘pump’ wave into another lower-hybrid 
wave and a non-resonant ‘quasi-mode’, that is, a wave which is not a normal mode 
of the plasma. PORKOLAB (1974) has shown that this decay process is dominant in 
the regime o < 2 - 3 y ,  which may constitute the main bulk of the plasma, where 
uLH is the local lower-hybrid frequency. The quasi-mode process may be an 
important heating mechanism due to strong damping of the short wavelength 
decay waves. The ATC Tokamak lower-hybrid heating experiment described by 
PORKOLAB er al. (1977), gave evidence that non-resonant parametric decay was 
present and involved in heating, and the characteristic spectrum of non-resonant 
decay provided a diagnostic means of assessing lower-hybrid wave penetration 
into the hot Tokamak plasma. 
With this motivation, a study of this decay process in a linear plasma device 
was undertaken for the particular purpose of observing non-resonant parametric 
decay in the presence of lower hybrid wave resonance cones. These are set up by 
an electrostatic wave coupler in the manner described by BELUV and PORKOUB 
(1976) and COLESTOCK and G m  (1976). The presence of a resonance cone 
structure in the pump wave rather than a homogeneous pump field structure like 
that used by CH.WG and PORKOL-AB (1974) allows one to observe saturation of the 
decay wave by convection out of the local pump region. PORKOUB (1978) 
predicted that convection of the decay wave is the most likely saturation mechan- 
ism for this instability. 
Previous experimental work in linear plasma devices on quasi-mode paramet- 
ric instabilities includes the dispersion relation studies of CHAVG and PORKOLAB 
(1974) in a uniform pump field, and observations of efficient plasma heating 
related to the quasi-mode decay by Bo~rzzosr er al. (1977). STEVENS and GEnn 
(1980) have reported observations of quasi-mode and ion-acoustic wave decay 
spectra and wavelength measurements. Linear cold plasma devices can operate in 
the same relative parameter range as fusion devices in lower-hybrid heating 
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experiments insofar as frequency ratios are concerned (i.e. wO/wLH < 3, PI . - 
1, and O~, /W, ,  < l), and resonance cone effects are expected as in fusion experi- 
ments. Therefore, the results obtained from linear devices should aid in interpret- 
ing fusion heating experiments. The relative r.f. power levels are comparable for 
the central regions (i.e. where d w L H  <3) of linear machines and Tokamaks, 
where EoEO2/nkTe = 0.001-0.002 in current heating experiments. However, near 
the Source it is likely that this parameter will be approximately unity in To- 
kamaks. 
The new results presented here are measurements of the quasi-mode decay 
process in a linear laboratory plasma for w / o m  = 2.5 along with corresponding 
numerical results based on Porkolab's theory. Specifically, measurements and 
calculations of the dispersion characteristics, threshold, instability growth above 
noise, and saturation levels were made' for the quasi-mode decay process. Heating 
measurements were not made. Section 2 of this paper presents the relevant theory 
and Section 3 gives' numerical results based on this theory. The experimental 
setup is described in Section 4 and the experimental results are presented and 
compared with theory in Section 5 .  The results are summarized in Section 6. 
2 .  THEORY 
The process considered in this paper is a wave-wave-particle process involving 
parametric decay of a finite-extent lower-hybrid wave into another lower-hybrid 
wave and a non-resonant quasi-mode. PORKOLAB (1977) has given an approximate 
solution to the dispersion equation for this process. Assuming that the lower- 
sideband decay wave is a normal mode satisfying the lower-hybrid wave disper- 
sion equation 
the growth rate is given approximately by 
where r2 is the collisional and Landau damping rate of the sideband and the other 
symbols have the following definitions: 
P the nonlinear coupling coefficient ekeEOl/mewOwc, 
EO1 the pump electric field perpendicular to B, 
ke (or k,,) the wavenumber of decay wave in EoxB direction, 
a e R - / a q  the derivative of the real part of the sideband dielectric function 
evaluated at w2, 
xe (CUI), xi(wl)  the complex electron and ion susceptibilities of the quasi-mode. 
4 4  = 1 + xe (01) + xi (wl ) .  The complex dielectric function of the 
quasi-mode. 
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LOWER-HYBRID WAVE COUPLER 
MAGNETIC F IELD DIRECTION, 1 
FIG. 1.-Idealized diagram of lower-hybrid wave experiment showing the directions of 
the group velocities and wavenumbers for the pump and the decay waves. The decay 
wavenumbers labeled with a I ' - ' *  are for the case when the direction of the sideband 
group velocity vn2 is reversed. 
where the subscripts 0, 1 ,2  denote pump, quasi-mode and sideband, respectively. 
The decay process described by (2) is unstable if y >0, i.e., it grows as exp (yt).  
This occurs for strong pump fields since p is proportional to E,. 
To analyze saturation of the unstable sideband fluctuation by convection out 
of the pump resonance cone one must consider the resonance cone geometry and 
group velocities of the waves as illustrated in Fig. 1. The pump wave is launched 
by a phased array structure of waveguides for a Tokamak or an electrostatic 
coupler for a small laboratory plasma. The pump wave is confined to a spatially 
localized resonance cone region as shown by BELLAN and PORKOM (1976). The 
directions of the pump wave group velocity (v,J and sideband group velocity (vg2) 
are shown along with the wavenumbers for the pump (k,, = k0f + k Z o i ) ,  sideband 
(k ,=k23 i .+ky23 ikz2 i )  and quasi-mode ( k l = 5 , 1 i + ~ l $ + k , l i ) .  The decay 
wavenumbers labeled with a (+) are for the case where vg2 has the direction 
shown, while those labeled with a ( - )  are for the case where vg2 has the direction 
opposite to that shown. Since the sideband is a lower-hybrid wave it must afso 
propagate in resonance cones. The double cone shown in Fig. 1 indicates the 
possible directions of propagation for a sideband fluctuation originating at the 
vertex. One line on the surface of each cone will have the maximum growth for 
the unstable sideband wave. 
Quantitatively, the number of e-foldings of an unstable sideband wave as it 
traverses the resonance cone is given by 
where y ( z )  is the temporal growth rate defined in (21, and uaz, is the group 
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velocity of the sideband in the 2 direction. The integral is taken over a 2 distance 
for which the sideband remains inside the localized pump wave. The growth rate 
equation for an infinite uniform plasma with a uniform pump is assumed to hold 
locally for the region inside the pump wave, and the growth rate is assumed to be 
zero outside the pump region. The final amplitude of an unstable fluctuation is 
given by 
4 2 m a  = &noise er (6) 
where the unstable wave is assumed to start from a background noise level. 
VILLALON and BERS (1980) give an approximate evaluation of (5 )  as 
This expression is maximized as a function of h2/kL2, giving 
The maximum amplification is a trade-off between the direction of propaga- 
tion which allows the maximum temporal growth rate y (large k2) and the 
direction which allows the sideband to remain inside the pump resonance cone the 
longest (large h2). 
It was assumed in deriving (8) that the group velocity of the sideband (trgZ2) 
was in the same direction as the pump wave group velocity (vgz0). It is equally 
possible for the sideband to propagate in the opposite direction and have the 
same growth rate. It is found numerically that inclusion of a finite Ir, will result in 
different dispersion properties for the two cases, i.e. for waves with tigz2 having the 
same or opposite sign as ugz0. 
3. N U M E R I C A L  RESULTS 
The non-linear dispersion equation (2) for non-resonant parametric decay of a 
lower-hybrid wave is solved numerically in this section, using the experimental 
parameters given in Section 4. The general solution to (2) can be written 
symbolically as 
where F means function of, kLo=koi, Eo=Eoi,  B= Bi, ve is the electron 
collision frequency, vi is the ion collision frequency, and the other terms have 
been defined previously. The solution of the exact dispersion equation would 
involve extensive root searching in the complex plane. This has been done by 
PORKOLAB (19771, and no attempt will be made to repeat this calculation. The 
approach taken here is to find y from (2), which assumes the sideband is a weakly 
damped normal mode. This simplifies the calculation by allowing for the direct 
solution of the sideband frequency o2 using (1). The sideband damping r2 is a 
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combination of collisionless and collisional terms given by 
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where t2 = 02/k1/2u, and AD2 = kBTe/4me2.  The frequency matching condition (3) 
is used to solve for w1 directly and y is then calculated from (2). 
The calculation proceeds by fixing all but the first three parameters on the 
right hand side of (9). Then w J o 0  from (31, $coo and r are plotted on a contour 
plot in the kl& - kil2AD plane. The sideband wavenumber k2 is plotted rather 
than the quasi-mode wavenumber k,, because the sideband wavenumber is an 
experimentally measured quantity. 
There is an additional degree of freedom in kL2 because it can have both an Z 
and a 9 component. Equation (8) was used to specify the ratio k,../ki2 which gives 
the largest convective growth. 
Still another degree of freedom exists for the calculation if the dipole approxi- 
mation is relaxed, i.e. if a finite for the pump wave is allowed. The effect of k,, 
is included in (2) by replacing k2 with k,,--k1 in the definition of electron and ion 
susceptibilities and by multiplying p by the factor (wo/02)(kl/k2), as discussed by 
POFXOLAB (1977). The case where the sideband axial group velocity ugZ2 is in the 
same direction as the pump wave axial group velocity ugz0 will be referred to as 
the ‘co-directional’ case, and the opposite situation will be referred to as the 
‘contra-directional’ case. It can be shown by considering the parallel wavenumber 
matching conditions for the two cases that if kll ,  is assumed to be approximately 
fixed by the condition wJk,,, = qJ&, then klIz for the co-directional case will be 
larger than kl12 for the contra-directional case. This was observed experimentally 
as well as in the numerical solutions presented in this Section. 
can be included in the dispersion equation, it cannot be 
made larger than either lk,I or /k21. Decay waves with wavelengths larger than the 
pump resonance cone width would no longer be fully contained inside the pump 
field resonance cone. Since the lower-hybrid pump wave resonance cone width is 
approximately only one pump wavelength wide in the experiment, the uniform 
pump-field approximation is valid only for (kl( ,  (k2/ > (b(. Only those regions of k2 
space which satisfy this condition are plotted in the numerical results. 
A case based on the experimental parameters of Section 4 is now considered. 
A pump field of E,, = 20 V cm-’, A,lo = 30 cm and fo = 35 MHz is present in a 
uniform helium plasma of density n = 2.7 X 10’” cm-;, T, = 5.5 eV, T, = 0.2 eV 
and Bo = 850 G. The electric field is approximately twice the threshold value. The 
value of uo/wLH is 2.4. 
Figure 2 is a plot of the normalized growth rate y / u 0  vs ki& and kllzAD for 
all unstable roots (y>O).  The sideband and pump are assumed to be co- 
directional. The components of k2 are normalized to the Debye length. The 
location of the normalized value of the perpendicular pump wavenumber is 
Although a finite 
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FIG. 2.-Nomalized growth rate y/w, as a function of ki2hD and kl12AD for the 
co-directional case. Each contour represents an increment of 0.004. The m m u m  value 
is yMAx/oo = 0.014. The plasma parameters are given in the text. 
indicated with an arrow on the plot. The normalized value of the pump parallel 
wavenumber is kliohD = 0.0022, but lkll > lbl only for k,lZhD > 0.0044. Each 
contour in Fig. 2 represents an increment of y/oo=0.004. The outer contour 
(y = 0) divides the k12AD - k& plane into regions of stability and instability. 
The maximum growth rate indicated in Fig. 2 is yh.w(/wo~0.014. 
The real part of the dispersion equation is plotted in Fig. 3. Each contour 
represents an increment of 0.05 in normalized frequency w,/oo. The outermost 
contour is determined by y /o0  = 0 as in Fig. 2. The leftmost contour (small k ,  
side) is at zero frequency while the rightmost contour (large k ,  side) is at 
The spatial amplification factor r defined by ( 5 )  and (7)  has contour plots very 
similar to y / o o  in Fig. 2. The maximum number of e-foldings of the instability is 
I’MAX 2 0.6 for the data of Figs. 2 and 3. The amplification is small for this case 
because E,, is only about twice the threshold value. 
The unusual feature of the quasi-mode parametric decay instability is the wide 
range of wavenumber space which is unstable. This is possible because the low 
frequency quasi-mode does not have to satisfy a unique dispersion relation. 
O l / W o  0.15. 
0 0 6  i 0 1 2  018 0 2 4  0 3 0  036 
k l o  k L 2 1 D  
FIG. 3.--Normalized quasi-mode frequency w,/w,  xs a function of ki2hD and klI2hD. All 
parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.  Three contom are shown which coalesce along the 
large k ,  side. Each contour represents an increment of 0.05. 
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The parameters Ti, ve and vi affect the parametric instability process in a 
relatively weak way. The parameters E,, oo/wLH, T, and k, have a strong effect 
on the instability growth rate. Numerical studies were carried out which showed 
that the maximum growth rate increases linearly with E,’ when Eo is far above 
threshold. The maximum growth rate also increases as wo/% approaches 1, 
roughly doubling as wo/w, is decreased from 2.5 to 1.6. This suggests that the 
relatively weak unstable waves seen in the experiment (oO/om 2.5) would 
become much stronger as the wave penetrates closer to the lower-hybrid layer 
(oo/o, = 1). Another trend seen in the numerical results is that the maximum 
growth decreases with increasing temperature. This is partly due to an increase in 
the Landau damping of the sideband in (2)] which raises the threshold. 
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FIG. 5.-Normalized quasi-mode frequency ol/oo as a function of k,,h, and kl,,h, for 
the contra-directional case. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.  Each contour 
represents an increment of w, /wo = 0.05, with the small kl side at zero frequency and 
the large k,  side at w , / 0 0 ~ 0 . 3 0 .  
Finally, it was noted that increasing kilo had the effect of reducing the region of 
unstable sideband decay wavenumbers (k2). This is because kIl2 is constrained to 
be larger than kilo by the uniform pump approximation and to be smaller than the 
value ( -  02/3v,) where Landau damping of the sideband becomes strong (thus 
raising r2 and the threshold pump field). This effect could reduce the likelihood of 
exciting this instability as the temperature approaches 10 keV. 
4 .  E X P E R I M E N T  
The experimental objective was to study parametric quasi-mode excitation in a 
linear plasma device with a finite-extent resonance cone structure for the pump 
wave. A diagram of the general experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. The 
experiments are performed inside a 10-cm diameter stainless steel vacuum vessel 
which is 120cm in length. Fourteen coils provide an almost uniform magnetic 
field throughout the experimental region. The plasma source was a helical 
Lisitano coil excited by microwaves at 2.45 GHz. The magnetic field was adjusted 
to obtain approximate cyclotron resonance in the coil region. The 5-cm inside 
diameter of the helix determined the nominal diameter of the plasma. Helium was 
the working gas. Microwave power in the range of 50-100 W was sufficient to 
produce a plasma with typical average density of 1 to 4 x  10" ~ m - ~ ,  an average 
electron temperature from 4 to 8 eV and peak-to-peak density fluctuations of 5% 
on the axis. The magnetic field was 850 G. 
The region of interest (oo 7 3 q H )  for quasi-mode decay waves is 20-40 cm 
axially from the four-ring pump-wave coupler because of the slow radial penetra- 
tion of the resonance cone. A ray-tracing computer program was used to establish 
possible operating regimes within the spatial region covered by the probes. In 
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FIG. 6.-Experimental set-up. 
order to operate at low values of oo/wLH and to work away from the noisy plasma 
edge, one is constrained by the coupler length, probe motion, and plasma length 
to operate in the range 2 <coo/%, (local) C 3 and 20 cmC z < 50 cm, where z is 
the axial distance from the midplane of the lower-hybrid wave coupler. These 
conditions imply a frequency range of 30-40MHz for a typical value of 
fm(max) E 15 M H Z ,  and radius range for parametric decay of Ar = 0.7 cm. When 
these constraints are combined with those imposed by the dispersion equation for 
a nonzero growth rate, it is found that quasi-mode decay occurs over a rather 
narrow range of frequencies and spatial location in this experiment. 
The lower-hybrid wave coupler is a set of four copper rings which surround 
the plasma column and are spaced 7.5cm apart. A combination of 180 and 
90-degree power splitters were used to drive the rings with successive phase 
differences of 90 degrees, imposing a parallel wavelength spectrum centered at 
30cm. This choice of wavelength was made to avoid Landau damping of the 
pump wave and the parametrically excited lower-hybrid-wave sideband. The 
sideband has a shorter wavelength than the pump and is even more strongly 
damped. Thus the pump wavelength is located well into the regime of weak 
Landau damping to reduce damping of the sideband and thereby reduce the 
instability threshold. 
Density measurements are made with Langmuir probes, a Fabry-Perot 35- 
GHz interferometer, and by comparison with ray-tracing calculations of the 
resonance-cone trajectories. Electron temperature is measured by Langmuir 
probes and by the measured dispersion relation of an electrostatic ion cyclotron 
test wave. These measurements were reasonably consistent. 
Triaxial r.f. probes were used to observe frequency spectra, resonance-cone 
structure, and pump and sideband wavelengths. These probes were also used as 
Langmuir probes. They are moveable with motion in the radial, azimuthal, and 
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axid directions. An r.f. vector voltmeter is used to detect the phase of a test wave 
and the resonance cones. A double probe based on a design by BELLAN and 
PORKOLAB (1976) was used to detect the r.f. electric field, and was calibrated in a 
transmission-line device similar to the design of BROWN and SHEPHERD (1967). It 
was found that the electric field in the plasma scaled as the square-root of the r.f. 
power applied to the power divider. The range of power used was 0-9 W (CW) 
and 0-50 W pulsed, but an appreciable fraction of this power was lost in the 
power divider and phase-shifting circuits. 
5 .  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The spectrum shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the quasi-mode decay spectrum 
observed in this experiment. The low-frequency mode is the quasi-mode and the 
lower sideband is a lower-hybrid wave (as is the pump). The figure shows the wide 
spectra of the quasi-mode and sideband which are characteristic of the non- 
resonant decay process. oo/q,, is approximately 2.5 for this case. The frequency 
of the quasi-mode is centered at 8 M H z  which satisfies the condition for nonlinear 
Landau damping: ol /kI l ,  = v , / d .  Quasi-mode frequencies of up to 30% of the 
pump frequency were observed. The frequency matching condition oo = w1 + o2 is 
always satisfied. 
FIG. 7.--Decay wave amplitude versus pump power for powers of (a) 0.5 W, (b) 1.0 W 
and (c) 1.8 W. Parameters are fo =40 MHz, peak density n = 2.8 x 10" an-3, and helium 
W. 
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Figure 7 shows the evolution of the decay spectrum for increasing pump 
power. The pump powers are 0.5,l.O and 1.8 W which correspond to electric field 
strengths of approximately 4, 6 and 8 V cm-' in the resonance-cone region. With 
a r.f. probe positioned inside the resonance cone and the pump wave on 
continuously (CW), as the pump power is increased, the quasi-mode and lower 
sideband first appear together at a power of less than one watt. The quasi-mode 
frequency is generally between 6 and 1OMHz. At this same power level the 
plasma density begins to change with increasing r.f. power. The density usually 
decreases with increasing r.f. power, which has the effect of increasing oo/qH and 
quenching the quasi-mode type of decay. This density decrease is counteracted by 
adjusting the Lisitano-coil plasma source slightly to hold the average density as 
shown by the interferometer constant. The region of the spectrum between the 
pump and sideband fills in with increasing pump power. The spectrum shifts over 
to the ion-acoustic low-frequency decay mode unless the density decrease is 
compensated for by adjusting the source. Pulsed measurements to be discussed 
later are more appropriate for studying saturation of decay-wave growth because 
the problem of density change is reduced. 
It is observed that the strongest parametric decay spectra occurred for pump 
frequencies between 33 and 38MHz for our plasma. At frequencies above 
40MHz the plasma exhibited the typical spectrum of decay into ion-acoustic 
waves. Below 33MHz (down to the 30MHz limit of the power splitter) the 
decay-wave amplitude diminishes, even though one would expect even stronger 
quasi-modes since oo/o,, is smaller and from (2) one finds that this lowers the 
threshold. One reason for this behavior may be that there is no more parameter 
space available to the sideband which is not heavily Landau damped, i.e. 
02<oo, k11252kl lo  and oo/kliot', is near the region where Landau damping be- 
comes strong. Thus since wz/kI12u, << ~ ~ / k ~ , ~ u ~ , ,  the sideband is more strongly 
damped and the instability is quenched. 
Wavelengths of the lower sideband were measured by launching a small 
amplitude test wave from one probe and receiving that signal on another probe as 
shown in Fig. 6. One probe is fixed at a position where parametric decay is 
strongest and the other probe is moved axially. radially. or azimuthally. Phase 
change is detected by a vector voltmeter and recorded on an X -  Y recorder. The 
wavelength is measured over the range of frequencies for which the lower 
sideband wave is unstable. 
This measurement assumes that the transmitting probe acts as a point source 
and launches a wide spectrum of wavelengths. Those wavelengths which satisfy 
the dispersion equation at the particular frequency chosen will propagate to the 
receiving probe. The test wave frequency was chosen to fall in the center of the 
broad spectrum of the spontaneously-generated lower sideband, whose frequency 
spectrum was too wide to permit direct measurement of its wavelength by the 
lock-in detector method used in the experiment. No test wave signal was observed 
when the pump was off, showing that, for the output power of the test-wave r.f. 
signal generator used, the lower-hybrid wave launched by the probe in the 
absence of a pump wave was too weak to be detected even though it was readily 
detected when the pump was on. No coherent waves were detected when the 
excitation of the transmitting probe was turned off. showing ihat when the 
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wavelength signal is observed it is due to the test wave. Coherent waves were 
easily detected at test-wave frequencies corresponding to the observed peak in the 
lower sideband spectrum. When the transmitting probe was excited in the 
frequency range of the quasi-modes, no test wave could be detected. 
The wavenumber in the 8 (or y)  direction (which is also the Eo xB, direction) 
determines the non-linear coupling parameter p. The wavenumber component 
ke2=27r/h,, is the largest component of k2. Wavelengths in the 8 direction 
typically ranged from 2 to 5 mm. 
The results of these measurements are plotted in Fig. 8 along with theoretical 
predictions. The experimental parameters are n(0) = 2.3 X 10" ~ m - ~ ,  T, = 5.5 eV, 
fo = 35 MHz, Bo = 850 G, helium gas, pump parallel wavelength of nominally 
30 cm, and pump power of approximately 7 W. Two sets of data are presented. 
The circular symbols and solid error bars represent data taken for the co- 
directional case, i.e. when the receiving probe is farther from the pump-wave 
coupler than the transmitting probe. With the roles of the transmitting and 
receiving probes reversed, the contra-directional case is obtained and is shown by 
the triangular symbols and dashed line error bars. The error bars represent 
relative error among the data points. 
0 CODIRECTIONAL CASE 
A CONTRADIRECTIONAL C A S E  
0.31 I 
I I 
8 - 0.2- 
3 
0.1 - 
0 01 0 2  0 3  0 4  0 5  
k y 2 i D  
FIG. 8.-Measured sideband wavenumbers k,,AD (or k,,AD) vs normalized frequency 
w , / o ,  of the quasi-mode. Within experimental error there is no difference between 
waves in the + 6 and - 8 directions. 
It is seen that shorter wavelengths were measured than were theoretically 
predicted, but the measured and calculated curves appear to be different by only a 
multiplicative constant. This systematic error (factor of 3 )  is not unreasonable 
since absolute measurements of T, and n were used to determine A,. 
The theoretical curve in Fig. 8 is derived from the contour plots given in 
Section 3. Equation (8) from the convective saturation model is used to specify 
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k y 2  on the experimental plot in terms of k,, taken from the theoretical contour 
plots. A plot of ol/oo vs /c&, depends criticalIy on the choice of kl12AD as seen in 
Figs. 3 and 5 .  For comparison with experimental data, the value of kl12AD at which 
the growth rate is a maximum was used. The theoretical curves for co-directional 
and contra-directional sideband group velocities are nearly identical for this 
choice, and the experimental data of Fig. 8 bear this out. 
Figure 9 shows experimental and theoretical values of kljaAD vs ol/wo. The 
difference between co-directional sidebands and contra-directional sidebands is 
very apparent, with co-directional waves having the shorter wavelength as ex- 
pected from the constraint on kj12 given by (4) and the condition wl/ki l l=vv, / f i .  
As in Fig. 8 there is a systematic error factor in kli2AD, with theoretical values 
being about $ of the experimental values. 
12 
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FIG. 9.--Measured sideband parallel wavenumbers k:,& vs normalized frequency o, /w,  
of the quasi-mode for the co-directional and contra-directional cases. The theon. curves 
are taken at the point of maximum growth rate for a given w,/w,. Error bars represent 
relative error among the data points. 
Measurement of Al12 was complicated by the fact that the plasma was sensitive 
to the position of the endplate, which had to be moved axially to measure Ail?. 
Generally only $ to 1 wavelength was measured before the plasma conditions 
shifted. 
The threshold for the quasi-mode decay process occurs when the imaginary 
part of the quasi-mode frequency exceeds the damping term of the sideband 
fluctuation. The damping is due to Landau damping and collisions. Threshold 
observations were made using the spectrum analyzer in the CW mode by 
observing the onset of decay spectra directly, or in the pulsed mode with the 
spectrum analyzer tuned to a decay-wave frequency and noting the power level at 
which amplification above noise first occurs. The observed threshold value for 
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destabilization was somewhat fuzzy but generally occurred for input powers of 
0.5-1.0 W (see Fig. 7 ) .  Based on the double-probe calibration referred to in 
Section 4 this corresponds tc electric fields of 4-6Vcm-’. The calculations of 
Section 3 predict a threshold of 10 V cm-l, in fair agreement with the observa- 
tion. Possible reasons for the difference are the inaccuracies in the electric field 
measurement (estimated at rt50%) and in the plasma parameters that were used 
for calculating the theoretical threshold. 
In addition to spectrum and wavelength measurements, studies were made of 
convective saturation effects when the pump field was far above threshold. A 
pulsed pump wave was used because it allowed higher pump powers and 
minimized changes in the plasma density. The final amplification of both decay 
waves above the background noise was measured as a function of time using the 
spectrum analyzer as a tuned receiver. The probe was located where the amp- 
litudes of the decay waves were maximum. Figure 10 is a plot of final amplifica- 
tion versus the pump power input to the power divider. As expected, the 
quasi-mode and sideband initially grow the same amount as a function of power. 
The small differences between the two curves are likely due to the plasma 
conditions drifting between the times the curves were taken, or possibly the 
difference in probe sensitivity at the two frequencies. The amplification is directly 
proportional to input power below 20 W. Above 2 0 W  the final amplitude 
increases more slowly with input power. However, as shown by the thud curve in 
Fig. 10, this is also true of the detected pump-wave power. This suggests that at 
high powers the pump wave does not penetrate as well into the interior, perhaps 
DETECTED PUMP POWER 
( A R B I T R A R Y  dB UNITS) 
0 i0 20 3 0  40 50 
PUMP POWER, W 
FIG. 10.-Final amplification (after reaching a steady-state in time) above background 
noise level of sideband and quasi-mode. The threshold pump power is approximately 
0.7 W. The amplification is proportional to pump power for levels far above threshold. 
An anomalous reduction in detected pump power per watt applied power occurs above 
20 w. 
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due to reduced coupling caused by ponderomotive effects at the plasma surface as 
discussed by CHAN and CHIU (1979). 
Based on the model of convective saturation given in Section 2, the maximum 
theoretical amplification of the decay waves vs pump power is shown by the 
dotted line in Fig. 10. The error bar on the theory curve is an estimate of the 
accuracy of the double-tipped probe electric field calibration which relates the 
pump electric field used in calculating the theory curve to pump power. Although 
Fig. 10 shows that about 10 dB amplification is expected for 40 W input power, it 
was observed to vary between 5 and 20 dB depending on the plasma conditions 
and probe position. The convective saturation model is consistent with the 
observed saturation levels, although other explanations are also not ruled out. 
Radial probe scans of the decay waves showed decay wave amplitudes which 
are small on the inside edge (nearest plasma center) of the pump resonance cone 
and increase to a maximum on the outside edge of the pump resonance cone. This 
also agrees qualitatively with the theoretical expectation for a convecting decay 
wave propagating co-directionally. Contra-directional decay waves were probably 
disturbed by the probe mount because they propagated in the plasma region 
shadowed by the probe. 
6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The parametric decay of a lower-hybrid wave into a lower-hybrid sideband 
and a non-resonant low-frequency quasi-mode was observed in a linear mag- 
netized plasma device. The new contributions of this work are the measurement 
of the dispersion properties of this process inside the spatially localized region 
formed by the resonance cone of the lower hybrid pump wave. and the compari- 
son of amplification with the convective saturation model. The decay process was 
modeled theoretically by the use of the uniform plasma parametric decay model 
for the region inside the pump-wave resonance cone and the assumption of zero 
growth rate elsewhere. The experimental results were in reasonable agreement 
with calculations based on this model. 
The quasi-mode decay process was most clearly identified by the broad 
frequency spectrum of the decay waves. The quasi-mode frequency for maximum 
decay wave amplitude was generally 10-20% of the pump frequency. This 
frequency along with the parallel wavenumber measurements satisfied the approx- 
imate condition for non-linear Landau damping: w J k ,  = vteh  2. The decay-wave 
spectrum picked up by the probes was largely localized inside the pump-wave 
resonance cone. 
The wavenumber vs frequency of the sideband decay wave was measured by a 
test-wave technique. The curve for sideband wavenumber k.zAD ( P  in Eox& 
direction) versus normalized quasi-mode frequency wl/wo agreed with theory 
except for a numerical factor of 3 .  Much of this discrepancy is probably due to a 
systematic inaccuracy in the Debye length AD. which was calculated from meas- 
ured density and temperature. 
The value of kii2hD which was chosen for comparison with theory was that 
which corresponded to the maximum decay wave amplification. This method is 
not entirely satisfactory because the maximum is very broad and it is not clear 
why other values of kIl2 could not also be present. The probes used to launch and 
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detect the test wave may have some role in determining which kllz is detected. The 
agreement between theory and experiment was good considering the approxima- 
tions and possible sources of error. The sideband parallel wavenumber was 
measured with the test-wave technique. A small difference between wavenumbers 
of co-directional sidebands and contra-directional sidebands was predicted and 
observed. 
The experimental results are consistent with the model of convective satura- 
tion. The observed values of decay wave amplification above noise agree qualita- 
tively with this model, but as shown in Fig. 10 there is a large uncertainty in the 
pump electric field and therefore quantitative agreement cannot be verified. The 
observed amplification increased linearly with pump power (at least initially) in 
agreement with the convective model. The wavelength measurements were done 
near threshold where EoEO2/nkTe =0.001, but the range of r.f. power used made 
this parameter as high as 0.01, which exceeds the value expected near the central 
region of the plasma in current Tokamak heating experiments. 
The energy content of the decay waves in this experiment was small compared 
to that of the pump, and no noticeable decrease in pump strength was caused by 
the instability. However, in Tokamaks the final amplification of the decay waves 
may be increased by wider pump widths, higher initial fluctuation levels, longer 
path lengths of wave propagation, and operation with oo/oLH smaller than the 
value of 2.5 used in the present experiment. The pump wave may then be 
gradually depleted as it penetrates. Equations (2) and (5) predict that r will more 
than double if uO/oLH changes from 2.5 to 1.5, leading to stronger parametric 
decay. An opposing factor, however, would be the increasing Landau damping of 
the lower sideband as the electron temperature approaches 10 keV. Higher 
thresholds for the parametric instability would then result, possibly suppressing the 
quasi-mode parametric decay process in fusion plasmas. 
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